A way of introducing simple (finite) set designations and operations as first-class objects of an (unrestricted) logic programming language is discussed from both the declarative and the operational semantics viewpoint. First, special set terms are added to definite Horn clause logic and an extended Herbrand Universe based on an axiomatic characterization of the kind of sets we are dealing with is defined accordingly. Moreover, distinguished predicates representing set membership and equality are added to the base language along with their negative counterparts (π and ). A new unification algorithm which can cope with set terms is developed and proved to terminate. Usual SLD resolution is modified so as to incorporate the new unification algorithm and to properly manage the distinguished predicates for set operations (in particular, conjunctions of atoms containing π and are dealt with as constraints, first reduced to a canonical form through a suitable canonization algorithm). Finally, the application of the resulting language to the definition of Restricted Universal Quantifiers is discussed.
Introduction
General agreement exists about the usefulness of sets as very high-level representations of complex data structures (cf. [2] ) and of set abstractions in code specifications. In particular, sets and set abstractions can be conveniently used in rapid software prototyping, where efficiency is not a primary requirement while the availability of high level data and operation abstractions are key features of the prototype implementation language.
Only relatively few programming languages embody sets as primitive objects. Among them, the (non-executable) specification language Z [26], the procedural language SETL [5, 24] and the functional languages MIRANDA [25] and ME TOO [18] . A number of recent proposals have preferred, however, a more declarative programming framework. In particular, logic programming languages have been advocated by many as a suitable setting for declarative programming with sets. Among them, the proposals of the logic database languages LDL [3] and LPS [11] . Also the recent work by Legeard and Legros [13] introduces sets in a Prolog-like language dealing with set expressions as constraints, while [23] analyzes the problem of logic programming with sets in its generality (including infinite sets). A similar framework but stressing the notion of equational programming is also advocated in [9] .
Actual Prolog systems already provide some facilities to support sets in the form of the built-in predicates setof and bagof. However, it is widely recognized that the definition of these facilities is quite unsatisfactory. In fact, no precise logical semantics can be attributed to them. Sets are simply represented as lists and therefore are dealt with as ordinary terms (e.g. by an implicit order among their elements). On the contrary, a logic language embodying sets ought to supply special set former terms along with a few basic operations on them as part of the language, and allow other more complex operations on sets (possibly including the setof operation), to become definable within the language itself, without having to further extend its semantics.
Aim of this paper is to define such an extended logic language, called {log} (read set-log). Unlike some of the above cited proposals, however, we do not restrict ourselves to any specific application domain. So our starting point is a pure logic programming language, that is Definite Horn clauses with no extra-logical constructs. Then simple set constructs are added to this language (namely, enumerated set terms, set membership and equality and their negative counterparts) and suitable operational and declarative semantics are defined for them. It is shown that the usual set operations, such as union, intersection, etc., can be defined in this extended language. Also Restricted Universal Quantifiers are shown to be definable within the language itself; so they can be added to it as a simple syntactic extension (dealt with by a suitable preprocessor).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes a few extensions to ordinary logic programming language syntax that can support the introduction of set terms. Declarative semantics of the resulting language is presented in section 3 by defining an extended Herbrand Universe based on an axiomatic characterization of the kind of sets we are dealing with. The problem of unification of set terms is then addressed in section 4 and a new unification algorithm which can deal with set terms is described in detail. Section 5 presents the extended SLD procedure incorporating the new unification algorithm and the management of , =, and π, based on the so called constraint canonization algorithm. Section 6 shows how Restricted Universal Quantifiers can be defined in our language. Finally, a comparison with some other related proposals is carried out in section 7.
{log} syntax
To begin with, we introduce in this section the extensional representation of finite sets. All that is presupposed is the availability of: -an interpreted constant, {}, for the empty set Ø; -a binary function symbol, with (used as an infix left associative operator), to be interpreted as follows: s with t stands for the set that results from adding t as a new element to the set s. Apart from these two symbols, {log} contains the usual equipment of clausal Horn logic (cf. [14] ) along with distinguished predicates for set membership and equality ( and =) and their negative counterparts (π and ).
The extensional representation for sets referred to above is provided by a collection G of ground terms: this is the smallest collection such that -the constant {} belongs to G ; -s with t, s, t ground terms (not necessarily in G), belongs to G . In view of the intended interpretation, any s in G will be called a set term. A non-ground term t is called a set term if there exists an instantiation σ of the variables in t such that t σ belongs to G; in particular a variable is a set term. Set terms of the form t with t n with ... with t 1 wherein t is not a set term are intended to designate sets based on a kernel t other than {} (also called colored sets).
For the sake of simplicity we introduce special syntactic forms to designate set terms: {t 1 f(a,{5}), i.e. f(a,{} with 5), is a term, but not a set term; -{2,g(3),a}, i.e. {} with a with g(3) with 2, is a ground set term; -{}, {1,X,Y,2}, {1,1,{2,{}},f(a,{b})} and any term {t 1 ,...,t n |R} with a 'tail' variable R, are set terms -{a|f({b})} is a colored set term based on the kernel f({b}). For the rest of this paper, we will freely exploit the syntactic features available in Edinburgh Prolog in addition to the constructs discussed above. Three sample {log} clauses are:
-singleton(X) :-X = {Y}.
-in_difference(X,Set1,Set2) :-X Set1 & X Set2. Colored set terms (i.e. terms of the form {t 1 ,...,t n |t} wherein t is not a set term) do not designate sets of any conventional kind; one might therefore contend that such terms ought to be forbidden as they are unlikely to serve any serious purpose in programming. Nevertheless, we deem it convenient to always regard {t 1 ,...,t n |t} as a legal set term when t 1 ,...,t n , t are legal, to make the language structure absolutely uniform and the inference mechanisms (e.g. unification) more straightforward.
{log} declarative semantics
To convey the meaning of our language, we are to formally characterize the legal interpretations of {log}. We begin by providing the axioms of a suitable first-order set theory with equality: the legal interpretations of {log} will be the models of these axioms (cf. [8] ).
Next we will focus on a privileged interpretation domain formed by terms, U H , resulting from suitable modifications to the classical Herbrand universe [14] ; moreover, we will designate a fixed binary relation over U H as the privileged interpretation of . (The predicate = will be interpreted as syntactic equality).
The interpretation of the predicate symbols of {log} other than or = is left totally unspecified for the time being, as it must take into account a {log} program, viz. a set of application-specific clausal axioms enriching the initial axiom endowment we are presenting now.
Set axioms
Here are our basic axioms (X, Y, V, S and the X i s distinct variables ranging over the whole interpretation domain): The regularity axiom (R) states that from each non-empty set X one can choose a member z which belongs to X and does not intersect X: this is a well-known expedient way to state that membership forms no cycles (and a little more).
It goes without saying that standard equality axioms (cf. [8] ) are being postulated here. The Clark freeness axioms [21] are being adopted too:
As usual f/n and g/m differ from one another in the first of these; we must further require that they differ from ker/1 and from with/2. Moreover, in addition to requiring that t[X] be a term involving the variable X and distinct from it, we must require that t [X] be not a set term.
Technically, one can regard (U) as a novel freeness axiom, and (R) as an analogue about sets of the occur axiom t[X] ≠ X. Actually, we must strengthen (R) for our purposes, by adding to it
An adapted Herbrand universe
In order to define the privileged interpretation domain U H one considers the ordinary Herbrand universe H (generated as usual by the collection F of functors, which is assumed to fulfil {}/0, with/2 F and ker/1 F), and takes the smallest equivalence relation ∫ over H that fulfils the above permutativity and absorption properties (with ∫ in place of =). Then, one takes a representative term from each one of the equivalence classes forming H/∫ (according to specific criteria to be hinted at below), and finally one puts U H = {representative terms} by definition. Establishing an order < over H can help in filling up the details of this plan. For the sake of simplicity, it is reasonable to assume that a total ordering of F is given from the outset. By exploiting this ordering, < can be defined antilexicographically. This means -among others -that r with t < s with u holds, recursively, when either t < u or t coincides with u and r < s.
A ground term g is said to be canonical if either it is a constant or every one of its subterms is canonical and, moreover, t < u holds for every subterm of the form s with t with u of g. U H will be formed by all canonical terms. Let τ be the function that maps a ground term t to its canonical representative. If t has the form f(t 1 ,...,t n ) with f/n ≠ with/2, τ(t) will be f(t 1 ',...,t n ') where t i ' = τ(t i ) for each i, 1≤i≤n. If t has the form k with t 1 with ...with t n -where the main functor of k differs from with/2 -τ(t) is the term k' with t π 1 ' with...with t π m ' where k', t π 1 ',...,t π m ' are the distinct canonical representatives of k, t 1 ,...,t n arranged so that t π 1 '< ... < t π m '. Of course the canonical representative of each term will be its value in the privileged interpretation.
To complete the picture of the privileged interpretation it suffices to add that for any t, u U H :
-the kernel k = ker(t) is obtained by decomposing t in the form k with t 1 with ... with t n , n≥0, where the main functor of k differs from with/2; -whether the relation u t holds or not can be established by decomposing t in the same manner and by checking whether u occurs as one of the t i s. The definition of the term canonization function τ described above can be extended so as to encompass atoms and clauses in the following way:
-for each ground atom
; -for each set I of either ground atoms or ground clauses, τ(I) = A I ≈ {τ(A)}. As anticipated at the beginning of the section, we are taking U H = τ(H P ) as the interpretation domain of any given program P. Also, functors are so interpreted that each ground term t denotes τ(t). Then we will regard the collection τ(B P ) as the Herbrand base of P, where B P is defined as usual (without atoms involving = or , though, because these have a rigid meaning). A (set) interpretation I of P can be characterized simply as a subset of τ(B P ): it will be a model of P if it satisfies the whole ground(P).
With the semantics thus restricted to set interpretations only, we can easily prove the usual model-theoretic and fixpoint semantics results. In particular, with
& b n τ(ground(P)) and, for each i {1,...,n}, either b i τ(I) or b i is sπt where π {=, ,π, } and b i is true w.r.t. the axioms} and
M P = M model of P ↔ M one will have M P = T P ≠ ω.
Side remarks about set complementation
If we included in the {log} language a set complementation operator, comp/1, so that -among others --comp({}) designates the whole interpretation domain, and -comp(comp(X) with Y) designates X deprived of the element Y, then co-finite sets ought to be taken into charge along with finite sets, which would significantly enrich the structure of any legitimate interpretation of {log}. We would then be forced to accept certain membership cycles -since comp({}) comp({}) -, and would have to modify the set axioms accordingly.
We refrain from this extension mainly because it would conflict with another very useful extension of {log}: the introduction of intensional set formers [6, 7] . As a matter of fact, by adopting the two extensions together, one would run into paradoxical expressions like { X comp({}) : X X }. Should the latter be regarded as an acceptable set expression, it would designate a set ξ fulfilling both ξ ξ and ξ ξ, as was first remarked by B. Russell in 1901.
Set unification
The development of a procedural semantics for {log} requires that the unification algorithm is refined in order to deal with sets, and that the SLD procedure is modified in such a way as to include set unification and proper management of the equality and membership relations. We cope in what follows with the first of these two points, postponing the second one to the next section.
The set unification problem
As regards the unification problem we assume all the definitions (e.g., Herbrand system, substitution, solution, etc.) given in [15] and [16] . Standard unification is no more adequate to deal with set terms. A first reason is that the inherent lack of order inside a set causes the decay of the 'uniqueness' property of the most general unifier of standard unification. This is clear from the following example: consider the singleton Herbrand system E = {{X,Y} = {1,2}}; there are only two solutions, namely σ 1 = {X♦1,Y♦2} and σ 2 = {X♦2,Y♦1}, neither of which is more general than the other. A second reason for the inadequacy of standard unification, is that duplicate elements in a set are not relevant as far as unification is concerned. Thus, for instance, the two set terms {1} and {1,1} should unify, although standard unification treats them as non-unifiable. Furthermore, the equation X = {1|X}, which does not admit any solution in the standard case (unless infinite terms are taken into account), has the solution σ = {X♦{1|N}} in the extended framework we are considering.
What is needed is some form of generalized unification, i.e. unification w.r.t. a theory T which describes the properties of a set of functional symbols (with and {} in our case) by means of a set of equations (axioms). In this connection, two terms s and t are said to be T-unifiable iff there exists a substitution σ such that s σ = T t σ ; such a σ is called a T-unifier. The set of all T-unifiers of two terms s and t is denoted by ≈Σ T (s,t) (cf. for instance [22] ). Of course, we are interested in the minimal set of unifiers µΣ T (s,t) , that is, the set of substitutions satisfying:
for each complete set of unifiers Σ of s and t (and in particular for Σ = ≈Σ T (s,t)) 2 .
The characterizing properties of our set constructor with are absorption and permutativity, as seen in section 3. Other properties for which a number of extended unification algorithms 3 have been developed in the past, such as associativity, commutativity, distributivity and their combinations, are unfortunately not satisfied by the with operator. In particular, ACI-unification cannot be directly applied in our case. In fact, the identity (X with Y) with Z = X with (Y with Z), representing associativity, does not hold, for instance, under the substitution {X♦{} with c, Y♦{} with b, Z♦a}, because the two sets {a,{b},c} and {{a,b},c} are distinct in our interpretation. Similarly, the idempotency property X with X = X does not hold under the substitution {X♦{} with a} since {{a},a} ≠ {a}.
A viable approach could be to use a universal unification algorithm for a class of theories E (i.e. "an algorithm which takes as its input a pair of terms (s,t) and a theory E E and generates a complete set of unifiers for <s=t> E " [22] ), such as those based on narrowing or on some different rewriting technique (e.g. [17] ). According to these approaches, the theory at hand should be represented as a canonical rewrite system. This is not the case of the theory we are interested in, since the permutativity rule for the with operator is non-terminating. By using suitable techniques (e.g. lazy evaluation) one can circumvent the ensuing problem of non-termination, but universal unification algorithms seem too inefficient for our purposes.
Therefore, we have developed a new unification algorithm that extends standard unification so as to embody the set axioms presented in section 3. For any given Herbrand system E involving set terms, the algorithm is able to compute through nondeterminism each element of a complete set of unifiers of E.
Complexity
Before presenting our set-unification algorithm we notice that the problem of deciding whether two set terms are unifiable is NP-complete. The NP-hardness ensues from a reduction of 3-SAT to the problem at hand: Given the formula We define the transformation function f as follows:
and translate Φ into the equation
Recall that: two substitutions δ, σ are T-equal (written δ = T σ) iff X δ = T X σ for each variable X; a substitution δ is more general than a substitution σ (written δ ≤ T σ) iff there exists a substitution µ such that δ°µ = T σ (for instance, δ = {X♦{f(X),b}} is more general than σ = {X♦{b,f(a)}} in the theory we are considering here); two substitutions δ, σ are T-equivalent It is hence clear that an algorithm for unifying two sides of such an equation in polynomial time could also be exploited for solving 3-SAT in polynomial time.
The NP-completeness of the set unification problem ensues from the polynomial behaviour of standard unification. In fact, a set-set equation can be replaced by a set of equations between the elements of the two sets. This is a non-deterministic equivalent of the term decomposition action of standard unification algorithms (see, for instance, [16] ).
Set unification algorithm
Let E be a Herbrand system, i.e. The following theorems state the termination, correctness and completeness of unify(E) for any given system E of equations.
Theorem 4.1 (termination). Let E be a Herbrand system. Then unify(E)
terminates, provided a suitable strategy is adopted for selecting e across recursive levels.
Theorem 4.2 (soundness and completeness).
Given a system E, let E 1 ,...,E n be all the systems in solved form produced by the unification algorithm. Then Soln(E) = Soln(E 1 )' ≈..
.≈ Soln(E n )', where Soln(X) is the set of all the ground T-unifiers of X and Soln(E i )' is Soln(E i ) restricted to the variables of E.
Let us briefly comment upon action 9 of the algorithm. Its aim is the reduction of set-set equations. In particular, cases (b), (c) and (d) take care of duplicates in the lefthand side term, duplicates in the right-hand side term and permutativity of the set constructor with, respectively.
As an example, let us consider the following system {{a|X} = {b,a|Y}}. The algorithm applies action 9.1 to it, requiring one of the following systems to be solved a) The substitutions we have got constitute the set of unifiers for the initial system we were looking for. Notice that this set is not minimal even though correct and complete. For instance, the fourth solution θ = {X♦{b,a|N'}, Y♦{a|N'}} can be obtained, apart from duplicates, from the second solution σ = {X♦{b,a|Y}} by applying the substitution {Y♦{a|N'} to σ. In general, the set of substitutions computed by our unification algorithm can contain substitutions which are less general and/or equivalent (w.r.t. the given theory) to other substitutions in the set. However, the number of these "redundancies" is in any case finite and could be reduced by adding suitable checks to the algorithm so as to detect cases in which not all the alternatives of the algorithm are required.
Equations of the form X with t n with...with t 0 = X with t m ' with...with t 0 ', where the two sides are set terms with the same variable tail element, are dealt with as a special case by action 9.2. The problem here is how permutativity of the with operator can be guaranteed. In fact, it is easy to check that by applying action 9.1, and in particular case (d), to an equation of this form (e.g. {a|X} = {b|X}) the algorithm might go into an infinite loop. The solution we have adopted is to avoid action 9.1.d of the general case by requiring the algorithm non-deterministically considers each element of one of the two sets involved in the given set-set equation, thus trying all possible combinations.
Of course, this solution opens a great (though finite) number of alternatives, generating many redundant solutions. An alternative formulation of action 9.2 which is less uniform with the rest of the algorithm but more efficient as for the number of generated solutions is shown below. Finally, we want to remark that our unification algorithm is close in spirit to the algorithm proposed by Jayaraman and Plaisted in [9] but it manages to solve a larger number of cases. In particular the algorithm in [9] intentionally does not take into account duplicates in a set (e.g. the equation {a,a} = {a} fails in that algorithm). Furthermore, as far as can be drawn from the presentation of the algorithm sketched in [9] , that algorithm requires one of the terms in a set-set equation to be ground, and accordingly is not concerned at all with the situations dealt with by action 9.2 in our algorithm (e.g. {a|X} = {b|X}).
9.2) X with t m with ... with t 0 = X with t n ' with...with t 0 ', X variable: return unify((E \ {e}) ≈ T), where the set T is generated as follows: choose I = {(i 1 ,j 1 ),...,(i p ,j p )} from among the subsets of {0,...,m}∞{0,...,n} such that either I or {(j,i)|(i,j) I} is a single-valued map; T is {t i = t j ' | ( i , j ) I} ≈

{log} Resolution Procedure
The resolution procedure developed for {log} is an extension of the usual SLD resolution procedure, where standard unification is replaced by the set unification algorithm presented above. In addition, some changes are required in order to properly manage equality and membership and their negative counterparts as predicates with a pre-assigned meaning.
The main idea behind the management of π and is the use of a simple constraint logic programming scheme [10] . In our context, an atomic constraint is any disequation of the form t 1 π t 2 or t 1 t 2 ; a constraint is a conjunction of atomic constraints. We proceed here to illustrate the basic resolution step of our constraint handling method, based on the so-called disequation analyzer Can (a nondeterministic algorithm complementary, in a sense, to unification).
The main purpose of Can is to transform a given constraint into an equivalent set of constraints in canonical form. A constraint is in canonical form if all of the atomic constraints in it (if any) have the form: a) X π t and X does not occur in t (X variable, t term), or b) t X and X does not occur in t. Given a constraint C, Can non-deterministically generates every element of an equivalent finite set C Can = {<Γ 1 ,θ 1 >,. ..,<Γ δ ,θ δ >} where each Γ i is a constraint in canonical form, and θ i is a substitution which keeps track of the bindings for the auxiliary variables created by the canonization process. We will describe the canonization algorithm in detail in section 5.2.
Extended SLD Resolution Procedure
Let P be a {log} program and G be a goal 
where σ is µ°θ.
.. of goals such that G i+1 is derived from G i . A refutation of P ≈ {G} is a finite derivation of P ≈ {G} such that the last derived goal G n only contains canonical atomic constraints.
Finally, a computed answer for a refutation G, G 1 ,...,G n of P ≈ {G} is a pair <C,σ> where C is the constraint (in canonical form) occurring in G n and σ is the substitution σ 1°σ2°. ..°σ n restricted to the variables of G where σ 1 , σ 2 ,...,σ n are the substitutions generated at consecutive steps of the refutation.
It is interesting to notice that such a resolution algorithm involves four kinds of non-deterministic choice: -which atom in the goal to select (don't care non-determinism); -which clause in the program to select (don't know non-determinism); -which mgu in the set of unifiers computed by the unification algorithm to select (don't know non-determinism) -if the selected atom has the form t {t 1 ,...,t n |X}, which one of the n+1 systems {t = t 1 },...,{t = t n }, {X = {t|N}} to solve first (don't know nondeterminism).
5.2
Constraint canonization algorithm
In this section we describe a non-deterministic algorithm which is able to compute, for any given constraint C, the corresponding set of constraints in canonical form C Can . The algorithm starts with the pair <C,ε> and generates, through non-determinism, each element of C Can . Notice that a constraint is represented here as a set of atomic constraints; in particular, Ø is a constraint in canonical form.
CONSTRAINT CANONIZATION ALGORITHM
Let t, t', t i , t i ' be first order terms, X, Y be generic variables (i.e. X, Y V), and r, s be set terms.
function Can(<C: constraint, σ: substitution>): <constraint,substitution>; begin if C is in canonical form then return <C,σ> else select arbitrarily an atomic constraint c in C; case c of 1) t s with t': return Can(<(C \ {c}) ≈ {t π t', t s}, σ>); {3}} from which, after few iterations of Can, we get the pair <Ø,ε>. So the final computed answer is --> X = 2. If the following goal is given instead :-in_difference(X,Set1,{1,3}) solving the set membership atom in the body of the selected clause generates the following substitution {Set1♦{X|N}}, whereas applying Can to the constraint {X {1,3}} generates the pair <{X ≠ 1, X ≠ 3},ε>. So the final computed answer is --> Set1 = {X|N}, X π 1, X π 3. The following theorems state the termination, correctness and completeness of the canonization algorithm for any given constraint C (formal proofs of these theorems and of those of the following section can be found in [7] ). Actually, a specific ground substitution γ, such that C γ is provable from the axioms can be exhibited in case 1 of theorem 5.2. In consequence of this fact, one has: Theorem 5.4. The axiomatic set theory specified in Section 3.1 makes it possible to prove either C or C for any constraint C.
5.3
Soundness and completeness of the resolution procedure Theorem 5.5 (soundness). Let P be a {log} program and G be a goal. If G has a refutation in P with computed answer <C,θ> and σ is a solution for C then we have P | = Set G θ°σ .
Lemma 5.1 (lifting lemma for {log}). Let P be a {log} program, G be a non empty conjunction of {log} atoms, C be a constraint, and σ be a substitution for the variables in (C,G). 
is unsatisfiable in the set theory; then there is a refutation for G in P.
Theorem 5.6 (Completeness). Let P be a {log} program, G be a goal and P |= Set (G σ ) ∀ ; then G has a refutation in P.
Restricted Universal Quantifiers
Restricted Universal Quantifiers (RUQs) are formulas of the form (∀X s) F, F formula, which stand for the quantified implication ∀X ((X s) ∅ F). Usefulness of providing RUQs as part of the representation language has been demonstrated by several authors (e.g. [4, 11] ). In fact, RUQs allow basic set-theoretic operations (such as subset, union, intersection and so on) to be expressed in a clear and concise way. In what follows we will show how the language presented so far can be extended so as to encompass RUQs.
An [20] ) by our set finiteness requirement, is implicitly present in [11] since nesting of sets is not allowed there.)
For example, using RUQs, it is easy to define the following set-theoretic operations:
) where the second clause is intended to state that D is a subset of S1 \ S2.
One might proceed as in [11] , by enhancing resolution so as to deal directly with RUQs. However, both for conceptual simplicity and for soundness concerns we prefer to transform extended Horn clauses into equivalent {log} clauses without RUQs (hints about a similar idea can be found in [12] ). We have proved that such a transformation is always possible, and have developed an algorithm to perform it. For example, the extended Horn clause (A) for the subset operation given at the beginning of the section gets transformed into the equivalent three {log} clauses (action 4 of the algorithm is applied): subset(S1,S2) :-r(S1,S2) r(S1,_) :-S1 ≠ _ with _ r({A|R},S2) :
RUQs ELIMINATION ALGORITHM
Similarly, clause (B) for the predicate disj/3 gets transformed into: disj(D,S1,S2) :-r(D,S1,S2) r(K,S1,S2) :-K ≠ _ with _ r({A|R},S1,S2):
Note that it is impossible to implement RUQs in a usable manner without resorting to ≠ and . In particular, the constraint A R in the last step of the algorithm is needed to avoid that the program may loop forever trying to generate a set with infinite many occurrences of the same element (e.g. {1,1,1,. ..} instead of {1}).
In conclusion, RUQs are introduced in {log} only at a syntactic level, as a convenient notation, with no extension at the semantic level. The same approach can be adopted to introduce intensional set formers and the setof predicates by which such abstractions are implemented (see [6] ). However, it turns out that in this case the language must be extended so as to provide either a built-in set collection mechanism (see [3] ) or some form of negation in goals and clause bodies.
Related work
In this paper we have addressed the problem of introducing sets in a logic programming language. The approach we have adopted is that of a deep integration between simple set designations and operations and the usual logic programming machinery. This has required primarily the development of a suitable semantical extension of Horn clause logic.
Among the proposals that have addressed this problem with a similar approach we briefly recall [3] , [11] and [23] .
The first paper defines LDL, a logic based language oriented to the manipulation of deductive databases. The main differences between LDL and {log} are: -the procedural semantics: bottom-up in LDL, top-down (with set unification) in {log}; -in LDL the set manipulators (union, intersection etc.) are built-in predicates, while in {log} they are programmer-defined; -the 'collector capability' is expressed in different ways: via set-grouping in LDL, using the with + negation combination in {log}. It is interesting to note that the syntactic restrictions enforced in LDL are very similar to those necessary to introduce classical negation by failure in {log} (see [7] ).
Kuper's proposal [11] basically consists in extending logic programming with RUQs (see section 6 above). Kuper shows the usefulness of this extension, but does not offer a full-blown semantics for the language.
Quite interesting is a comparison between our proposal and Sigal's work [23] which outlines, from a theoretical point of view, a complete logic language with sets, where set-theoretic operations are built-in. A model-theoretic semantics is developed for a subset of this language which bears some resemblance to {log}. Sigal's proposal copes with the rather intriguing task of manipulating infinite sets (even repeatedly nested one inside another). Although theoretically appealing, this approach leads to difficulties that are hard to surmount: whence the lack of a realistic procedural semantics for the proposed language.
Future developments of {log}
The interpreted operator ker, which helped us in keeping the form of our set axioms simple (cf. section 3.1), has not been included among the symbols of {log}. Adding ker to the language would be useful, enabling one e.g. to define the subset predicate as subset(S1,S2) :-ker(S1) = ker(S2) & (∀X S1)(X S2), This extension calls for a modification of the unification algorithm which ought to produce along with each substitution a conjunction of atomic constraints of the new form ker(X) = t. Our extended SLD resolution procedure ought to be modified too, to take into proper charge the new kind of constraints.
We have already announced a couple of times in this paper that {log} will be extended with intensional set formers. This extension poses problems of various kinds, one of the most obvious being that infinite sets can easily be described by means of intensional set formers, e.g.
natS({X : nat(X)})
nat(0) nat(succ(X)) :-nat(X). Suitable criteria could be adopted for rejecting expressions (such as {X:nat(X)} in the example) that denote (or might denote) infinite sets. Unfortunately such criteria must be, out of necessity, very conservative, and prone to refuse useful set formers together with dangerous ones. Alternatively infinite sets could be accepted as part of the language. In this case, however, a coherent attitude should be taken to deal with infinite sets at all levels: by having an explicit infinity axiom, by accordingly enriching the privileged interpretation, by enhancing the procedural semantics, etc. (cf. [23] ).
We also envisage generalizations of {log} for the treatment of non-standard sets: for instance, non-well-founded sets (cf. [1] ) among which membership can form cycles of all kinds.
